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Towards dynamic and evolving digital libraries 

 
Abstract 
Purpose – The overarching aim of this paper is to initiate a new conceptualisation of digital cultural heritage libraries‟ design and 

development that emphasises a holistic understanding of a digital cultural heritage as part of information ecology and of the 

activities taking place between and amongst the various elements of the ecology that are governed by social, cultural, political, 

economical, and technical affordances and constraints. 

 

Design/methodology/approach – A research framework is developed based on viewpoints, reviews of existing literature and 

concepts of information ecology and activity theory. 

Findings – The conceptual framework comprises of a set of dimensions: content; context; connectivity; consideration; 

collaboration; construction; confidence and continuity. These dimensions are indicative of the kinds of issues and questions that 

could be considered in transitioning a digital cultural heritage library into a system that is dynamic, and one which evolves within 

the stakeholders‟ socio-cultural contexts. The issues and questions highlighted and outlined under the dimensions may be used to 

help one to situate their digital cultural heritage in the space and environment it operates in, to discover which direction to take to 

transition the digital cultural heritage library and to safely navigate the journey for the transitioning. The dimensions may also signal 

the elements needing ongoing consideration as the digital cultural heritage library evolves on its journey within the ecologies 

concerned. 

Practical implications – These dimensions are indicative of the kinds of issues and questions that could be considered in 

transitioning a digital cultural heritage library into a system that is dynamic and one which evolves within the stakeholders‟ socio-

cultural contexts. The issues and questions highlighted and outlined under the dimensions may be used to help one to situate their 

digital cultural heritage in the space and environment it operates in, to discover which direction to take to transition the digital 

cultural heritage library and to safely navigate the journey for the transitioning. The dimensions may also signal the elements 

needing ongoing consideration as the digital cultural heritage library evolves on its journey within the ecologies concerned. 

 

Originality/value – This research presents concepts from information ecology and activity theory that could be incorporated in 

digital library research, design and development. 

 

Introduction – purpose of the study 

Cultural heritage is the legacy of physical artefacts and intangible attributes of a community or society which are 

inherited from the past and maintained in the present for the benefit of future generations. Recent years have 

seen a vast growth in digital cultural heritage collections established to make various facets of cultural heritage 

resources available online. There is interest among the cultural heritage institutions in going beyond the 

traditional digital library model of merely providing access to information and moving towards models which 

support the provision of novel ways to allow users to engage with the material for intellectual work, as well as 

provide support for collaboration and facilitating communities of practice. 

 

A number of DELOS (Network of Excellence on Digital Libraries) studies have investigated the intersection of 

digital libraries and the knowledge commons model. Browsing through the shelves of a library or strolling along 

museum exhibits is a socially-embedded process. A desired goal is to design and reconstruct digital libraries as 

interactive and in a socially-situated context. This represents a leap forward in social and cultural expression, 

and interaction. Recent works have examined the notion of developing such “tentacular systems” for digital 

cultural heritage, where libraries of such resources are conceived as a transcendent repository which is “living, 

adaptable and expansive” (Wasson, 2011); as systems that adapt to changing technologies (Parry, 2007); and 

ones that involve end users in the preliminary stage of development (Pattuelli, 2011). There is a need to take this 

even further – to consider the sustainability of such digital libraries. 

 

This research starts with the premise that digital cultural heritage libraries have the potential to move beyond 

merely disseminating resources towards actually creating sustainable environments that facilitate the interactive 

user‟s sense-making and participation. However, to achieve this, an understanding of the ecologies digital 

cultural heritage function in and the activities among the various constituents within is essential. Effective and 

sustainable digital libraries need to consider the ecology within which the library functions and how people will 

actually use the resources. It is also important to take into account the shared social matrix of people and 

artefacts (Cocciolo, 2010; Liew, 2009; D‟Allesandro et al., 2005; Soergel, 2002; Stein et al., 2002). 

Ideas pertinent to the study of organisms and their environment can be used to gain insights into the way digital 

libraries are designed. Taking a more holistic investigation is important as a change in one part of an ecological 

system will affect other constituents of the ecosystem. 

The overarching goal of this study is to initiate a new conceptualisation of digital cultural heritage libraries‟ 

design and development that emphasises a holistic understanding of a digital cultural heritage as part of 

information ecology, and of the activities taking place between and amongst the various elements of the 

ecology. A digital cultural heritage library must be deliberately tuned to the ecology concerned. It needs to be 
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designed around the practices and activities of the community or communities it serves and it must evolve, 

adapt, and change alongside the needs of the community. 
 

Significance and value of the study 

Cultural heritage institutions have been exploring opportunities to engage users and to facilitate meaningful 

value-adding to the contents they offer. Building successful and sustainable collections requires an 

understanding of more than the documents, collections, technologies, and users‟ interactions. It is also pivotal to 

understand the larger contexts within which the collections and stakeholders are part of and the associated 

activities. Existing works (Cameron and Kenderline, 2007) have shown the importance of various elements in 

digital cultural heritage: the digital objects and their representations, the actors, the interactions and activities, as 

well as the frameworks to explain the relationships among these elements. However, many of the existing 

studies often investigate these elements without considering the ecology within which they function and operate 

or having the goal of sustaining the systems involved. 
 

Users and creators of digital libraries are members of communities. Their tasks and activities are situated in 

overlapping social and cultural contexts which are, in turn, often situated in an environment affected by social, 

cultural, political, economical, and technological factors. Taking a holistic investigation is important as change 

in one part of an ecological system affects other constituents of the ecology. 

 

Ecologies, in general, refer to the interdependent, cooperative, and evolving relationships between organisms 

and their environment. Adopting an ecological perspective on digital libraries, therefore, requires more than 

enumerating the digital objects, the organisation and structures, the interactions and activities, and actors that 

comprise a knowledge environment. It requires also an understanding of the relationships between these 

elements, the interactions that take place between and among the elements, and their co-evolution through 

changes. 

Conducting an integrative theoretical investigation helps raise awareness and understanding of core theoretical 

issues that assist in designing a digital cultural heritage library that is not only useful in its ecology, but one that 

evolves accordingly and is, hence, more likely to be sustainable. The issues related to these concerns have yet to 

be questioned rigorously in a theoretical context. This research attempts to fill this gap. The study will offer 

insights that will be valuable not only in terms of the design of digital libraries and digital cultural heritage into 

the future, but also in more effective preservation, augmentation, and use of the vast array of digital cultural 

heritage stored worldwide. 

 

Research objectives 

The originality of this research lies in its examination of the phenomenon of digital cultural heritage libraries as 

dynamic knowledge spheres using a combination of perspectives mainly from information ecology (Nardi and 

O‟Day, 1999) and activity theory (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2010). The two approaches seemingly coming from 

opposite directions actually converge to provide a holistic set of constructs to examine information systems; in 

this case, digital cultural heritage. Digital cultural heritage libraries are examined not just as isolated systems but 

also as an entity situated in a context defined by community policies and practice, human needs and 

characteristics. This paper discusses how these two frameworks can be adopted in a complementary 

way for the above purpose. 

 

This research investigates digital cultural heritage as dynamic mediators which support the values and intentions 

of their stakeholders for knowledge acquisition and for knowledge sharing. The focus is on understanding the 

various constituents of the ecologies within which the digital cultural heritage libraries function and the related 

activities that take place in the ecologies. 

 

Using concepts from information ecology and activity theory, this study aims to initiate an integrative research 

framework and “contextual design space” which can be used to guide the transition or design and development 

of dynamic and evolving digital cultural heritage libraries that remain relevant and valuable in socio-cultural 

contexts. This conceptual framework can be used, in general, as a roadmap for structuring future digital library 

research, for guiding digital library design and development, among other purposes. The framework can also be 

used for articulating research propositions and designs that embrace a holistic understanding of the digital 

library from a combined information ecology and activity theory perspective. 

 

Review of related works 

Digital cultural heritage as interactive, dynamic spaces A decade ago, a novel information environment for 

enhanced interaction and value-adding was proposed (Liew et al., 2001). It was suggested that such an 
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information environment, whether it is for an e-journal or a digital library should be integrated with a user‟s 

personal workspace and the broader information world to allow a closer connection and to provide the user with 

visual representation of the various conceptual items of the user‟s information-seeking task, such as digital 

objects related to the task and the user‟s search and browse history. It was also suggested that multiple 

representations of digital objects and their organisational structures should be a part of the environment so as to 

support a variety of perspectives. Direct manipulation must be supported and the environment should be 

integrated with appropriate tools to allow users to move back and forth between the more informal cursory 

process and the more detailed, focused efforts in information search and analysis. Correspondingly, digital 

objects in the environment should make explicit structures internal (to allow users to navigate) and external 

(showing where they fit into larger structures), and interaction at various levels of granularity supported. 

Metadata and additional layers of information affiliated to the objects in the environment (including provenance 

of the objects and various aspects of their context) would be made explicable to users (Liew et al., 2001, pp. 

381-382). 

Some of the features and functionality proposed by Liew et al. (2001) are common to today‟s Web 2.0-charged 

digital libraries. In fact, there has been a trend in digital library literature in the past dozen years emphasising 

that digital libraries should evolve into interactive, communicative platforms which support conversation, co-

operation, and debate (Tuominen, 2000; Sonnenwald et al., 1999) and that digital libraries should empower 

users to evaluate, create, and link materials to digital library collections, thereby generating new contextual 

information (Tuominen et al., 2003). 

 

Today, digital libraries function at different strata: global, national, regional, local, and specific groups, as well 

as at personal levels. Digital libraries across these strata are fast growing on the Web and individuals are 

increasingly enabled to contribute to these digital libraries in both implicit and explicit manners; thus, blurring 

the boundaries between digital libraries and those across different stakeholder groups. The policies that guide 

digital library functions are driven by stakeholders and there is a continuum of stakeholders ranging from an 

international society, through national or regional cultures, to local communities and to individuals 

(Marchionini, 2010). Without a clear understanding and preparedness to deal with issues (such as intellectual 

property rights, copyright issues, standards versus specific/local needs, insufficient/unsustainable funding) that 

exist or emerge in the contexts that digital libraries function in, digitisation projects are often put at risk. 

These contexts not only relate to the information sought but also to the searcher and the information 

environment which are affected by various factors – physical, social, technical, cultural, political, economical, 

emotional, and informational. Crouch (2010, p. 67) posits that, “artefacts, heritage features and its landscapes 

are embodied socially, through our relations with each other”. This embedding of informational and cultural 

work within a wider context of other people, systems and artefacts highlight the idea of knowledge as a 

collective activity. 

Van House (2003) defines knowledge as a complex social and material phenomenon that is active. Selby (2010, 

p. 43) highlights that cultural heritage visitors and consumers “. . . do not merely consume the signs and 

symbols of cultural heritage tourism, but are themselves involved in the acts of representation”, emphasizing 

that users are also involved in the creation/production of cultural heritage. Crouch (2010, p. 57) also discusses 

the liveliness of heritage and of knowledge, and that “. . . heritage is continually emergent in living”. 

 

Lankes et al. (2007, p. 17) suggest that “Knowledge is created through conversation. Libraries are in the 

knowledge business. Therefore, libraries are in the conversation business”. Indeed, conversation and dialogue 

has been the foundation of most knowledge creationc. Conversation is one of those key mechanisms by which 

we share ideas and through which those ideas evolve. Naturally, conversation is part of our cultural memory and 

community heritage. Opening digital libraries and digital cultural heritage libraries to conversation is not only a 

natural step but it also allows us to preserve that conversation for the future. 

 

Often, cultural heritage artefacts and information do not exist in isolation but are richly-connected entities 

(Liew, 2010). In fact, the capability of gaining a sense of digital materials in their entirety and of understanding 

the relationships of digital content within the appropriate historical context was an important concern for users 

(Dorner et al., 2007). The desired feature of the ideal digital cultural heritage library mentioned by a number of 

participants in this study was summarised by drawing on the metaphor of a “textured sculpture” – that digital 

cultural heritage needs to be seen as multidimensional rather than as a flat entity. 

 

In a study that involved humanists, texts and documents were found to be created within an embedded 

economic, social, political, and intellectual context. Humanists often study source materials as an integral part of 

a complex ecosystem of inquiry that seeks to understand both the text and document being studied, and the 

context in which these were created, transmitted, and used. Both the content of the document and 
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the embedded context are partially known and people seek to systematically examine the current body of 

knowledge in order to develop a more complete understanding of the entire ecosystem. Often, this study 

proceeds in a dialectical fashion, with insights gleaned from one document informing the knowledge of the 

field, which in turn invites further examination of the original source and related documents (Audenaert and 

Furuta, 2010). 

As such, these resources should be equipped with heterogeneous metadata, along with information from a broad 

spectrum of sources – some with authoritative commentaries and some also perhaps with personal opinions. 

Such contextual knowledge, when accumulated over the years, could form the core of a continually evolving 

knowledge base. This knowledge base could help future generations in interpreting and understanding the 

significance of digital cultural heritage, and to provide future societies the opportunity to make decisions based 

on the best knowledge available to them. This is perhaps the most fundamental reason why we preserve cultural 

heritage. 

Engagement and interpretation at different levels and from different perspectives rather than mere linear 

browsing of contents is an attractive future for digital cultural heritage libraries. Hence, technologies that 

support aggregation and consolidation to enable a system to act as a unified portal offering integrated access to a 

rich combination of resources in a distributed environment will become increasingly critical as digital cultural 

heritage contents grow, as more collaborative efforts take place, and as users increasingly seek meaningful, 

contextual-rich contents. In the words of Clifford Lynch (2002, p. 8), “the aggregation of materials in a digital 

library can be greater than the sum of its parts”. The most important way forward is to create dynamic 

environments that enable interaction, sense-making, and value-adding of these contents. 

 

Digital cultural heritage as evolving and sustainable spaces Not surprisingly, the proliferation of Web 2.0 

and social networking have initiated a paradigm shift from a one-way, centralised information transmission 

model of the Web to the now prevalent Web platform characterised by an “architecture of participation” 
(O‟Reilly, 2007), a platform which harnesses collective intelligence, empowers users, and facilitates greater 

interaction in a more participatory approach. 

 

Many researchers have investigated the concept of Library 2.0. In one study, “interactivity” was found to be 

what most of the study respondents thought about when asked what Library 2.0 was (Holmberg et al., 2009). In 

another study, Library 2.0 has embodied a meaning beyond that of technological innovation to incorporate 

principles of not only interactivity, but that of “constant and purposeful change” through a renewed sense focus 

on “participatory, user-driven services” (Casey and Savastinuk, 2007, p. 5). 

 

Participatory digital libraries are blurring the boundaries across different stakeholder groupings and individual 

content contributions meld with institutional collections in a dynamic confluence of information artefacts. 

Derivatives become part of the resources and add layers of context to digital objects and collections. This shift 

has also resulted in the prevalence of a participatory culture where people now have the ability to “creatively 

respond to a plethora of electronic signals and cultural commodities in ways that surprise their makers‟ and 

where people often find „meanings and identities never meant to be there‟” (Willis, 2003, p. 392). Such a culture 

naturally supports individualised meaning-making and encourages interpretations through networked 

conversations (Fisher and Twiss-Garrity, 2010). This has led to information consumption from its previous 

connotations of passivity to a more dynamic, social practice that we now witness (Green and Jenkins, 2009). 

This practice is, in turn, inevitably tied closely to the larger contexts. 

 

Agre (2003, p. 234) points out that, “[i]t is easy to speak of the design of digital libraries as if designers can 

freely choose their own directions”; however, “in practice, digital libraries emerge through negotiations in a 

tremendous variety of standards coalitions.” Agre further says, “[s]ome of these coalitions are specific to 

libraries as an institutional field, but most are not”. It follows that digital libraries can be designed intelligently 

only if their stakeholders are involved in these negotiations. 

 

Of course, questions of institutional fit also arise in other design contexts and the substance of these standards 

negotiations will often pertain explicitly, or not, to fundamental ideas about institutions and the social 

relationships they define. Despite their esoteric reputation, standards can very easily embody substantive 

commitments that shape and constrain people‟s activities. In a recent survey of criteria for digital library 

evaluation which involved 431 respondents from 22 countries, Zhang (2010) found that, at the context level, 

design which assessed a digital library from two dimensions (the two most critical criteria cited were: how well 

a given digital library fits into a larger contextual practice and what impacts the digital library has on these 

contextual practices) respondents rated sustainability as the highest concern (meaning that, the extent to which 

the augmentation of a digital library could be secured without losing its vitality is paramount). 

Again, quoting Lynch (2002, p. 9): 
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Recognize that part of what is at issue here if digital libraries are going to be more than the sum of their individual 

constituent content objects is the need to become more flexible in thinking about the integrity of works and authorship, of 

figuring out how to balance our need to honor this integrity while also being able to integrate huge numbers of such 

individual works. 

 

Integrity of digital materials is, in part, associated with the proper management of rights and other legal issues. It 

is also tied to the stewardship and trustworthiness of the digital library. From a technological as well as a user‟s 

perspective, the availability, integrity, authenticity, and interpretability of contents are among the building 

blocks of any trustworthy digital repositories (Dobratz and Schoger, 2007). A trustworthy digital cultural 

heritage library must therefore be sustainable and operate according to its objectives and aims to meet the needs 

of both current and potential users. Hence, audience research, such as that of Dorner et al. (2007), needs 

assessment, and market analyses are naturally a critical part of any business plan for a long-term effort. 

Resource managers and funding agencies must make plans for long-term funding and granting decisions. The 

integrity and trustworthiness of a digital cultural heritage library must also be assessed and reassessed, including 

investigations into issues concerning social inclusion (Warschauer, 2003; DiMaggio and Hargittai, 2001) and 

whether it continues to demonstrate its value to the communities it serves. 

 

Related concepts 

Understanding the eco-dynamics of digital cultural heritage relies on adopting an evolutionary model which 

facilitates the understanding of the ecologies these digital libraries function within, in combination with a 

framework that allows us to analyse the activities that take place inter- and amongst all elements within the 

ecology concerned. This understanding will support a symbiotic co-operation and design collaboration within 

the context of ecological systems. 

 

Information ecology 
Information ecology describes a system of people, practices, and technologies in a particular local environment 

(Nardi and O‟Day, 1999). Ideas pertinent to the study of organisms and their environment can be used to gain 

insights into the way digital resources are stored, organised, and preserved, and the way digital libraries are 

designed and maintained. Using key concepts from information ecology, the following 

scenarios are explored: 

 

 We can build a digital library with a rich repository of resources but it is not used as it is deemed to 

have very little value or it does not fit in with target users‟ practice (i.e. a technological innovation may 

appear good in isolation and yet turn out to be problematic or incomplete in actual settings of use due 

to lack of understanding of locality and values). 

 We can start with a seemingly good conceptualisation for a digital library but fail to build it or to 

sustain it because of lack of funding and/or of other forms of essential support (i.e. a lack of 

understanding of keystone genus and roles of stakeholders and mediators). 

 We successfully build a digital library according to a seemingly good conceptualisation but a critical 

problem later emerges (e.g. on data ownership) that creates conflict and threatens the sustainability of 

the digital library (i.e. a lack of a holistic understanding of the diversity of resources, tools, 

stakeholders, roles, and intentions, as well as the socio-cultural context concerned). 

 We manage to build a digital library that is used but once another repository/system comes along or a 

new technology is introduced, the digital library becomes obsolete and redundant (i.e. a lack of 

understanding of co-evolution of the digital library in its contextual environment). 

 

These scenarios illustrate that to build dynamic and sustainable digital libraries there is a need to understand not 

only the digital objects, technologies, and users‟ interactions, but also to understand the larger situational 

contexts of which the users and the digital libraries are a part. 

 

If digital cultural heritage libraries are expected to change their modus operandi, to “transition from Acropolis 

– that inaccessible treasury on the fortified hill – to Agora, a marketplace of ideas offering space for 

conversation, a forum for civic engagement and debate, and opportunity for a variety of encounters” (Proctor, 

2010), there is a need to understand the digital objects and collections within digital libraries, technologies and 

tools, and users‟ interactions with digital objects. It is also important to understand the larger situational contexts 

within which the users and the digital libraries take part and the tasks and activities which are situated in those 

contexts as these constituents exist in interdependence (Crouch, 2010; Nicolajsen and Bansler, 2009). Context 

relates to not only the data or information, but also to the developers and owners, users, and other stakeholders 

of the information system concerned (Courtright, 2007). 
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Information ecologies evolve as new ideas, needs, activities, tools, and forms of expertise arise in them (Nardi 

and O‟Day, 1999, p. 52). The key constituents of information ecology – people, practices, values, and 

technologies – exist in relations of interdependence and, thus, digital cultural heritage libraries cannot exist as 

neutral to the ecologies concerned. Digital libraries as part of information ecology place emphasis not on 

building the most sophisticated digital libraries using the most advanced technologies but on developing digital 

libraries that support the needs of the users, and their communities and practice, and continues to do so as other 

parts and components of the ecology changes (through co-evolution). 

 

It is also critical to remember that information ecology, unlike a natural biological ecology, is designed. 

Information ecology responds to changes in the local environment and local interventions. Introducing new 

technology without thorough consultation and alignment with the purposes and values concerned may lead to a 

dysfunctional ecology. 

 

Activity theory 
In examining digital cultural heritage libraries as interactive, dynamic, and evolving knowledge sphere, activity 

theory (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2010) complements information ecology. Both frameworks view information 

systems as mediators that support the values and intentions of their creators, content owners, users, and other 

stakeholders. Information ecology facilitates the exploration of the values and intentions that drive activities. On 

the other hand, a fundamental insight facilitated by activity theory is that the understanding and designing of 

information systems should be based on analysis of its role and place in activities that help bridge the 

investigation of relationships between motivations and activities. 

 

Users‟ engagement with digital objects involves more than perception and cognition; rather, it involves 

purposiveness and interpretation (Srinivasan et al., 2009). Through engagement, objects can be redefined and 

evolve, and facilitate further activities (Selby, 2010; Bagnall, 2003; Knorr-Cetina, 1997). Hence, activity theory 

is feasible for examining how digital cultural heritage can be designed to evoke meaningful activities that may 

lead to further learning and enrichment. 

 

Similar to the information ecology framework, activity theory also highlights the importance of context in 

examining information systems. It considers information communication technology as a mediating artefact 

rather than simply human-computer interaction. The emphasis is on subjects interacting socially and culturally 

via meaningful activity in shared, complex social spaces. Examined from this perspective, digital cultural 

heritage libraries can capture social interactions not only as a means for evolving the community‟s knowledge 

but also for evolving the knowledge as captured in the collection. 

 

Discussion of the conceptual framework 

From the review of related works and the analyses of the concepts of information ecology and activity theory, a 

conceptual framework is developed. 

Figure 1 shows the derivation of eight dimensions from information ecology and activity theory. Of course, 

there are overlaps, such as when a user engages with a digital object, that take place in a particular context. 

The dimensions highlight the related issues that are important aspects for designing and/or for transitioning 

digital cultural heritage into dynamic and evolving systems. Table I presents the conceptual framework with the 

eight dimensions. 

These dimensions are meant to be indicative of the kinds of issues and questions that need to be considered in 

research and in transitioning a digital cultural heritage library into a system that is dynamic and one that evolves 

within the stakeholders‟ socio-cultural contexts and the ecologies concerned. These questions and issues 

elucidate the important contextual factors needing attention. These are meant to be used much in the same way a 

compass is used; not as a map for specific routes but for an indication of the direction one would take to get 

from one point to another. Rather, like a compass which is used as a device to situate oneself and to get an 

indication of a direction, the dimensions are intended to be used to help researchers to situate a digital cultural 

heritage library in the space it functions in, and to navigate the journey for transitioning to a dynamic and 

sustainable knowledge sphere.  

For each individual case of digital cultural heritage library design or transition, there will be a need to assess and 

situate one‟s strategic position and to use the questions and issues outlined under each dimension to craft a 

unique set of questions that need to be addressed to move forward. The transition or design and evaluation of 

each digital cultural heritage library should be unique and be customised because each digital library is situated 

in a context defined by its own community policies, characteristics, and needs of the community, as well as the 

enablers and constraints unique to that community. 

Apart from its use as a research tool, the research framework and dimensions can also be adopted as a 

“contextual design space” – used by digital library developers and managers to investigate and outline the 
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questions and issues to be considered when transitioning digital library into knowledge systems that are dynamic 

and sustainable. 

 

 

 

 
Dimension Related issues and questions 
Context The social, cultural, political, economical, and technical affordances and constraints 

affecting (and being influenced by) the information ecology and activities concerned 
Context The digital objects and associated metadata; added value 
Connectivity The various relationships among stakeholders (including content owners, digital 

library creators and developers and users) and the various communication avenues 

between and amongst the various stakeholders 
Consideration The ways in which stakeholders engage with and use digital objects/associated 

metadata 
Collaboration The ways in which users, creators, and other stakeholders work together 
Construction The development and/or acquisition of tools and applications to facilitate further 

knowledge creation and value-adding 
Confidence The management of integrity, trust, and authority in the information ecology (or 

overlapping ecologies) concerned 
Continuity Importance of keystone genus and issues related to the evolution and sustainability of 

the digital library 

 
Table I. 

The conceptual framework 
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The dimensions may also signal the elements needing ongoing consideration as the digital library evolves on its 

journey within the ecologies concerned. The questions and issues raised under each of the dimensions are in turn 

subject to the values and co-evolution of the social and technical changes that occur within the information 

ecology over time. To remain dynamic, relevant and valuable, the development and maintenance of digital 

library must take into consideration these additional issues. The most important aspect is to be aware of changes 

in direction, goals, tasks, and feedback and to respond appropriately. 

The claim for sustainability is likely to point to the need for radical innovations. It represents a design process 

emerging from a complex social web of actors, acting under institutional configurations evolving in the 

interplay of a number of different agendas. A digital cultural heritage library and its content are given meaning 

in a process of selective interpretations. The landscape is not external to the design and development processes 

but is actively interpreted and constructed in a sense-making process among variant stakeholders. This 

highlights the importance of the process where creative designers build relationships and involve other 

stakeholders in the landscape. The interaction is pivotal for the development of the digital cultural heritage 

library and the coalition of designers and contributors. Based on these coalitions, existing frameworks may be 

challenged and new institutional frameworks supporting the new technology may be formed. 

 

The way forward: implications for research and practice 

 
We shape our tools and afterwards our tools shape us (McLuhan, 1994). 

The main premise for this work is that a digital cultural heritage library is desired to be not only interactive and 

dynamic, but also to be capable of remaining useful, valuable, and sustainable. A number of key themes have 

been observed: 

(1) Digital cultural heritage libraries are situated within socio-technical and community networks. 

Information communication technology and all stakeholders have degrees of responsibility in the 

activities that take place in these networks. 

(2) An ecological view is needed to support the relationships and structures. 

(3) Implementation and use of technology is an ongoing process with changes in the information ecologies 

where constant negotiation is needed to evolve and to remain valuable (i.e. a participatory process). 

(4) Various social, cultural, political, economical factors are central and can be enabling or disabling. 

(5) Relationships in the information ecology are multivalent, complex, and need to be negotiated 

constantly. 

 

Digital cultural heritage libraries potentially represent one of the postmodern information media that are 

culturally created and informed by current epistemologies. The technical possibilities they offer resonate with 

the intellectual characteristics of the poststructuralist text, where information can be organised, segmented, 

reorganised, and reworked, manipulated, and delivered in modular and multifarious ways (Manovich, 2001). 

The ability to retrieve and juxtapose data in a variety of ways may enable alternative (either complimentary or 

mutually contradictory) object interpretations to take place which may lead to new insights. If captured and 

documented, this contextual information that is accumulated over time may also enable subsequent generations 

to understand the significance of the preserved digital cultural heritage resources. The contextual information 

would form a kind of nucleus of a continually evolving sustainable knowledge base. 

Increasingly, the imperatives on digital cultural heritage libraries will be to develop a high degree of flexibility 

and adaptability in terms of policies, procedures, and staff training in order to absorb evolving technologies, 

reassess their cultural roles and authority and, most importantly, to continually evaluate and respond to the 

evolving landscape, including the changing expectations of audiences and users of the resources and services 

they provide. 

This paper is clearly a starting point. It has raised more questions than it has answered. Much work is still 

needed to develop a more complete picture. Specifically, there is a need to empirically test the dimensions 

presented. This could be done through a number of case studies to further refine the associated questions and 

issues that could be highlighted under each of them. It would also be useful to compare the use of the framework 

between high- and low-context cultures (Hall, 1976a, b) and in different cultural categories of communication 

(Lewis, 1999). These could reveal new insights that would add to the value of the framework and to lay out a 

“contextual design space” which can be used to guide design and transitioning of digital cultural heritage 

libraries into systems that remain dynamic, relevant, and valuable in their socio-cultural contexts. 

 




